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Solving the Work Order Documentation Gap

S
tandard maintenance work orders entered into the  
JD Edwards system offer detailed work order instructions, 
parts requirements, labor requirements, and support 
documents, all easily accessible in one digital record. 

But it’s a different story when printing the standard JD Edwards Work Order.

When printing and assembling a physical work order to be handed out 
and completed, JD Edwards does not support simultaneous printing of 
the work order and its attachments or support documents such as:

 | Lock-out / Tag-out Procedures

 | Confined Space Entry Procedures

 | Hot Work Permits

 | Inspection Checklists

 | Equipment Calibration Specifications

 | Material Safety Data Sheets

Instead, these documents need to be printed separately and assembled 
by hand with the main work order document to create a complete, 
actionable maintenance work order. This creates extra work, possibility for 
error or missed information, and a waste of time and resources.

The Solution? 
Enhanced Work Order Print for JD Edwards by 
Asset Management Solutions
Enhanced Work Order Print for JD Edwards delivers a complete, system-
printed work order that includes the main work order with all of its 
attachments – including all associated equipment attachments – in one 
single, seamless print job.

Complete Maintenance Work Order 
Documentation Made Easier

▲ Create a complete, actionable 
maintenance work order packet with 
just a push of a button, without the 
delay and wasted time of manually 
compiling all of the documents.

Overcome JDE work order printing limitations with Enhanced Work Order Print for JD Edwards

Work
Order
Packet
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By adding Enhanced Work Order Print for JD Edwards to your system,  
you gain:

 | Direct printing through JD Edwards of work order details and all related 
attachments (PDF, Word, and Excel attachments)

 | A robust, well-formatted, complete work order that is easier to read and 
contains additional areas for mechanic notes and other information

 | Printing of Equipment Header and Equipment Detail attachments to 
coincide with Lockout/Tagout and Equipment Calibration sheets

 | Easy implementation and lower cost of ownership as it requires no 
modifications to existing JD Edwards software or reports

 | Automatically collated and stapled work orders and attachments, 
depending on your printer

Enhanced Work Order Print for JD Edwards integrates seamlessly into 
existing JD Edwards systems that utilize the Capital Asset Management 
module for performing maintenance work orders.

For more information or to schedule a demonstration of Enhanced Work 
Order Print for JD Edwards, contact Asset Management Solutions at  
(509) 493-3263 or e-mail demo@amseam.com.

Asset Management Solutions – Creating Solutions, Delivering Productivity.

About Asset Management Solutions
Asset Management Solutions, LLC was founded in 2003 to 
provide clients with technology-based, comprehensive asset 
and maintenance management solutions. Typical project profiles 
range from post-implementation system audits to full-scale multi-
year, multi-national implementations. When it comes to selecting 
a trusted Oracle Partner to assist with asset and maintenance 
management needs, our consulting methodology, customer 
references, and experienced resources are second to none. 

With Asset Management Solutions, clients spend time 
maintaining Assets, not Interfaces.
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“Your utilities transform JD Edwards 
CAM from a software package to  
a valuable tool; one of the best 
tools in our Toolbox!” 

– Mark R., Mine Maintenance Planner
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